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JUDICIAL REVIEW AND THE CIVIL SOCIETY 

QUESTION IN THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC 

OF CHINA 

CHARLES COVELL AND SHAHZADI COVELL 

In the present paper， we町 econcemed withぬeera of political and 

economic reform in the People's Republic of China， or the PRC， that 

began with the historic 3rd Plenum of the 11th Centra1 Committee 

of the Communist Party of China， or the CPC， which was held in 

Beijing 合om18 to 22 December 1978. The aspect of the reform era 

in the PRC on which we focus attention is the endeavour of the 

leadership elites within the CPC and the state govemment to estab-

lish an effective rule of law， as the framework for social， political 

and economic organization. The form of the rule of law at issue here 

is that which is referred to in the PRC as the socialist legal order. 

The development of the socialist legal order has since 1978 been 

pointed 加 bythe Party-State leadership as being crucial to the re-

a1ization of the presiding public policy programme of socia1ist mod-

ernization， and， indeed， the socialist lega1 order has ∞me to stand 

with the socialist market economic order as one of the essentia1 
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component parts of the project that the leadership has set for itself 

of bringing about an authentic socialism with Chinese characteris-

tics. As a reflection of this， the period since 1978 has seen a signifi-

cant enlargement in the province of law and legislation in the PRC， 

and with there having taken place a continuous elaboration of lega1 

forms and legal categories， as under the heads of constitutional law， 
civil and commercial law， administrative law， economic law， socia1 

welfare law， criminallaw and the law of litigation procedure. Of the 
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different parts of the law as thus specified， the body of administra-

tive law has been prominent in the advancing of the agenda for po-

litical and economic reform in the PRC. It is the administrative law 

of the PRC， and more particularly the form of judicial review proce-

dure that is foundational to it， that we discuss in the first two sec幌

tions of this paper. After this discussion， we turn to consider in the 

third section of the paper the judicial review procedure in its rela-

tion to the question of the emergence in the PRC of what is recog-

nizable as a condition of civil society， and， in this context， we point 

to certain of what we take to be the imperfections of the judicial re-

view procedure.11J 

i. The Basic Elements of Administrative Law in the PRC 

1n its broadest sense， administrative law is the law that applies to 

the administrative authorities belonging to the institutional sphere 

of government within the state， and in this application it is the law 

which relates to the tasks and functions， and the structure， of the 

administrative authorities and which as such serves to regulate the 

exercise of their powers. As to the first principles of administrative 

law， the principle that is fundamental is that the acts of the admin-

istrative authorities， as involving the exercise of powers， are as・

sumed to require some basis and justification in law. The corollary 

of this is that， from the standpoint of administrative law， the ad-

ministrative authorities are to be thought of as being capable of act噂

ing， and of exercising their powers， contrary to law and hence in the 

absence of a lawful basis and justification. Thus it is that the ad-

ministrative authorities are to be thought of as being subject to 

challenge in the name of law by ordinary citizens， and by such 

other parties， as may claim to be adversely a晶 cted，or aggrieved， 

by the allegedly unlawful acts of the particular administrative 

authorities in question. The possibility of legal challenges to the ad-
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ministrative authorities， as to their acts involving the exercise of 

powers， presupposes the availability of some official procedure for 

the presentation of such challenges， and for the providing of reme-

dies in the event that the challenges to the administrative authori-

ties are upheld through this procedure. 1n general terms， the form 

of procedure here that has proved to be characteristic of administra-

tive law systems， and that has come to embody the core element of 

administrative law as such， is a procedure of adjudication， and one 

where legal challenges to the acts of the administrative authorities 

are made and heard under the auspices of the organs pertaining to 

the judicial branch of government. This is the procedure known as 

the judicial review of administrative action， and with this being the 

procedure that provides for the acts of the administrative authori・4

ties to be reviewed， and where necessary negated， through the ordi-

nary courts or through such other special courts as are designated 

as being responsible for proceedings in administrative law. 

The principles of administrative law， and those of judicial re-

view， are closely bound up with the principles pertaining to the 

ideal of the rule of law and with those pertaining to the ideal of 

constitutional government. As to the rule of law， it is to be observed 

that administrative law is directed towards the control through law 

of the acts of the administrative authorities， and that， in this， ad綱

ministrative law gives effect to the defining principle of the rule of 

law that the powers exercised by government are to stand as non-
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arbitrary powers and hence as powers which are to remain日ubject

to legal constraints and limitations. As to the matter of constitu再

tional government， it is to be observed that administrative law is 

based in the principle of the separation of the legislative， executive 

and judicial powers of government which is held to be central to 

constitutionalism. Thus the procedure of judicial review involves the 

administrative authorities， as bearing the executive powers of gov-

ernment， being rendered subject to the scrutiny of independent 

courts， and with the courts， as in their judicial office， applying in re司
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gard to the administrative authorities the provisions of laws which， 

as to the institutiona1 mode of their adoption and alteration， fall 

within the competence of the legislative power as a power separate 

from the judicial and executive powers. Beyond this， there is the 

consideration that administrative law， as through its relation to the 

rule of law and constitutional govemment， bears directly on the 

ideal of human rights. For the principles of administrative law pre-

suppose that individua1s possess rights which are enforceable as 

against the institutions of state govemment，副ldthat the powers of 

state govemment are to be exercised only where this is consistent 

wi仕1a due respect for the rights which are recognized to belong to 

ordinarγcitizens. 

In the years since 1978， there has come to be established in the 

PRC what offers itself for attention as an operational system of ad-

ministrative law. The advent of this administrative law自ystemis 

significant in that it points to a forward development in the PRC 

running in the direction of the acceptance of the principles of the 

rule of law and constitutional govemment， and even， as is now the 
case， the acceptance of the principles of individual human rights. 

This is so notwithstanding the continuing absence from the PRC of 

multi-party democratic politics， and the continuing domination of 

the social， politica1 and economic order by the CPC as through the 

maintenance of its monopoly rulership powers. The general signiι 

C阻 ceof the system of administrative law in the PRC is underlined 

by出epervasiveness of administrative law principles as throughout 

the whole body of substantive law. In the classification of the parts 

of law adopted in the PRC， the administrative law is presented and 

refe町 edto as the law relating to the specific tasks and functions of 

public administration. Hence administrative law is taken to encom-

pass the law relating to such matters as foreign affairs， public secu-

rity， civil service personnel， education， public health， urban and ru-
ral planning， and protection of the environment. In the event， how-
ever， the administrative law system in the PRC is not ωbe under・
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stood so restrictively， as in terms of the designated administrative 

tasks and functions. For administrative law is the law applying to 

the administrative authorities and in regard to the exercise of their 

powers， and in the PRC the administrative authorities are every-

where engaged， as to the exercise of their powers， in the regulation 

of all the diverse aspects of the social， political and economic order. 

Thus it is that there is widespread recognition to be found given to 

the active engagement of the administrative authorities in the vari-

ous regulatory 合ameworksthat are provided for in the legislation 

pertaining to the administrative tasks and functions which come 

within the spheres of civil and commercial law， economic law and 
social welfare law. 
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In order to identify the fundamentals of administrative law in 

the PRC， it is essential to turn away from the substantive law that 

is directed to the particular tasks and functions of public admini“ 

自tration，and to fasten attention on the statutes that serve to de-

scribe the general powers of the administrative authorities， but 
without restriction as to tasks and functions， and that serve to dゃ

scribe the general procedures to which the administrative authori-

ties are subject in the exercising of their powers. For it is with 

these statutes that the component parts of administrative law are 

to be found present in an inclusive form and as comprising a unified 

system of law. The statutes at issue possess the normative force 

specific to law， since these are in all cases statutes that have the 

standing of laws which have been enacted by the National People's 

Congress， as the sovereign legislative power in the PRC， or which 

have been adopted by the Standing Committee of the National Peo・

ple's Congress. Among the relevant statutes， the most important are 

the law from 1994 concerning the liability of the administrative 

authorities for the payment of compensation，121 the law from 1996 

concerning the application of sanctions and penalties by the admin圃

istr叫 iveauthorities，13J the law from 1997 concerning the supervision 

by the state government of the administrative authorities and their 
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personnel，141 the law仕om1999 concerning the procedures for the re-

consideration of the acts of the administrative authorities，151 and the 

law from 2003 concerning the issuing of licences by the administra-

tive authorities.161 There is also the law that is central for the pur-

poses of this paper.τもisi自thelaw stating the principles that relate 

to what is referred to as the administrative procedure， and to what 
i日， in effect， the procedure for the judicial review of administrative 

action: the Administrative Procedure Law of the PRC， which was 

adopted at the 2nd Session ofthe 7th National People's Congress on 

4 April 1989.[7) 

τ'he foundation of the sy自temof administrative law in the PRC 

lies in the procedure for the judicial review of administrative action， 
as this is described in the Administrative Procedure Law. The main 

features of this judicial review procedure are straightforward to un-

derstand， and they may be summarized as follows.官lUSit is pro・

vided that the administrative procedure -that is， the procedure for 

judicial review幽 isdirected towards the日0・calledadministrative 

cases. The latter cases arise when parties， whether citizens， legal 
person entities or other such like organizations， are aggrieved as on 

account of the concrete administrative acts of one or other of the ad-

ministrative authorities， and being so aggrieved then proceed to 

make application to the ordinary courts for the judicial review of 

the administrative acts in question. The jurisdiction in administra-

tive cases belongs to the system of the people's courts， as subject to 
the legal supervisory powers that are vested in what are known as 

the procuratorial authorities， and with this jurisdiction being exer・

cised， as in accordance with the nature of particular administrative 

cases， by the basic people's courts， the intermediate people's courts， 

the higher people's courts or by the Supreme People's Court. The 

Administrative Procedure Law includes detailed provisions that re-

late to what are the complex aspects of the judicial review proce-

dure， as with the provisions concerning the legitimate grounds for 
judicial review， the standing of the parties to administrative pro-
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ceedings， the submission of cases to the people's courts， the form of 

adjudication involved and the substantive remedies available in ad-

ministrative cases. This notwithstanding， the essential principle of 
the judicial review procedure remains simple: that is， the principle 

to the effect that the procedure forms a judicial or adjudicative pro-

cedure， and where the applicant pa此iesas plaintiffs and the admin-

i自trativeauthorities as defendants stand subject to the jurisdiction 

of the people's courts as for the purposes of the resolution of dis-

putes which are centred on the lawfulness of administrative action. 
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ii. The Judicial Review Procedure in the PRC 

The Administrative Procedure Law was enacted by the National 

People's Congress on 4 April 1989， and it became effective in the 

PRC as from 1 October 1990. However， the procedure of judicial re-

view that is described in the Administrative Procedure Law was al-

ready estabHshed in the PRC at the time of the enactment of the 

law， and， so far as the body of actual positive law is concerned， the 
procedure can be found appealed to in legal source materials from 

the years following the start of the reform period in 1978. To begin 

with， there is the State Constitution of the PRC as adopted at the 

5th Session of the 5th N ational People's Congress as of 4 December 

1982.181 Here， it is to be noted that the State Constitution makes no 

explicit reference to judicial review as such， but that the principles 

of administrative law andjudicial review， at least as旬 theaccount-

ability of the administrative authorities under law and in accor-

dance with due legal procedure， are nevertheless to be fo田 ldim-

plicit in certa也 ofits provisions. Thus Article 5 provides to the ef-

fect that the public bodies associated with the state， as with the 
state organs and the armed forces， are to be subject to such con-

straints and limitations as are contained in the State Constitution 

and the laws. Then again， Article 41 provides to the effect that ordi-
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nary citizens have the right to challenge the state organs and their 

officIal personnel， and that the state organs are required旬 answer

the complaints and charges brought against them by citizens in an 

open and responsible manner and may in addition be required to 

make payment of compensation.19J 

The problem with Articles 5 and 41 01' the State Con日titution，

as in regard to administrative law and judicial review， is that while 

the articles do offer some ba日isin constitutional law 1'or administra-

tive law and judicial review， the terms of the articles are not such 

as to establish judicial review as a specific form of adjudicative pro-

cedure applying to state organs and state 0田cials，and one that is 

distinct仕omthe procedures belonging to the civil law and to the 

criminallaw. To have a sense of the distinctness of administrative 

law and judicial review as comprising a specific form of legal order 

applying to state organs and state officials， and as to the period 

prior to the Administrative Procedure Law of 1989， it is nece呂田ary

to move企omthe constitutional law and towards the statutes and 

administrative regulations where there is clear provision made for 

the judicial review procedure as in relation to the acts of the admin-

istrative authorities. There is a large body of such legal source ma-

terials to be reckoned with， and with these including， for example， 

the laws pertaining to such matters as the safety of maritime tra出c

(1983)，1101 the pharmaceutical industry (1984入1111the regulation of 

metrology (1985)，1121 the postal services (1986)，1131 the industrial state-

owned enterprises (1988)1141 and the maintenance of standards 

(1988).1151 

With all these cases， the various laws concerned make explicit 

provision for the relevant administrative authorities to be consid-

ered subject加 legalchallenges as brought through the people's 

courts. The form of the judicial control of the administrative 

authorities as pointed to in the laws is that of the procedure for the 

judicial review of administrative action. Moreover， this is so in 

terms where the judicial review procedure is presented such that it 
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stands as a procedure for the subjecting of the administrative 

authorities to the people's courts which is distinct， and formally 

separate，合唱nthe civil procedure and the criminal procedure.1161 

The legal source materials pre-dating the Administrative Proce“ 

dure Law， as cited， mark a significant advance on the State Consti“ 

tution， as to the proper recognition of administrative law and judi-

cial review， and of their particular characteristics， as embodying a 

spec出cform of legal order. However， the materials remain limited 

in their reference to judicial review， and they leave much unstated 

that is essential for completeness in the description of the judicial 

review procedure. Thus the terms of the laws referred to are such 

that they restrict the occasions for judicial review to the challenges 

made by affected pa此iesto the application of administrative sanc-

tions and penalties. As against this， there is the consideration that 
not all acts of the administrative authorities involve the application 

of sanctions and penalties， and that， as is in fact the case in the 

PRC， forms of administrative action other than the bare applying of 
sanctions and penalties are accepted to be subject to judicial review 

as from the standpoint of administrative law. Going beyond this， 

there is nothing in出elaws that indicates the precise grounds on 

which challenges are to be made by affected parties as to adminis帽

trative action， or that indicates the precise grounds on which the 

people's courts are justified to intervene in administrative cases and 

to find against the administrative authorities. In addition to the ab-

日enceof the formal specification of the grounds for the application 

for judicial review， there is the absence also of any formal speci伍ca-

tion of the actual details of the principles of procedure， such as 

those to do with submissions， hearings and rules of evidence， which 
the people's courts are to follow for the pu叩osesof出eadjudication 

of administrative cases. Yet further， there is an absence from the 

laws ciぬdof any reference to the matter of the remedies that are 

available to the people's courts in order to set right failures and Im-

proprieties in administrative action， and with this being as to the 
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advantage of the afieded parties. The principles relating to詐 ounds，

procedures and remedies constitute the core principles essential to 

the judicial review of administrative action as such， and it is these 

principles that are central to the authoritative elaboration of judi-

cial review that comes in the Administrative Procedure Law of 1989. 

The Admini日trativeProcedure Law comprises 75 articles， and 

with these being organized in the form of eleven separate chapters. 

In Chapter 1 (Articles 1-10)， there are set down the general princi圃

ples that apply to the procedure for the judicial review of the acts of 

the administrative authorities. In Chapter 2 (Articles 11-12)， there 

are identified the various administrative acts that are recognized to 

be eligible for judicial review as through the people's courts， in addi-

tion to the various administrative acts that are held to be beyond 

the control of the people's courts and hence that are to be consid-

ered as being not subject to the judicial review procedure. In Chap耐

ter 3 (Articles 13-23)， there are elaborated the principles relating to 

the form of the jurisdiction that is to be exercised in administrative 

cases， as by the people's courts at the various levels within the hier-

archic structure of the judicial system. 

Moving on to Chapter 4 (Articles 24咽30)，there are set out the 

principles that relate to the position of the parties in administrative 

cases， while in Chapter 5 (Articles 31-36) there are set out the prin-

ciples relating to the forms of evidence which are to be accepted by 

the people's courts for the purposes of the judicial review of the acts 

of the administrative authorities. In Chapter 6 (Articles 37-42)， 

there are stated the principles that relate to applications for judicial 

review and to the acceptance of applications by the people's courts. 

Chapter 7 (A此icles43・64)elaborates the principles that govern the 

hearing of administrative cases by the people's courts and the deci-

sion of the same through the judgments that are to be issued by the 

people's courts in administrative cases. Chapter 8 (Articles 65-66) 

concerns the sanctions that are available to the people's courts for 

ensuring the execution of their judgments in administrative cases， 
〈
誕
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and hence for ensuring the compliance with these on the part of the 

applicant parties and the administr叫 iveauthorities. In Chapter 9 

(Articles 67-69)， there are stated the principles relating to the li-

abilities of the administrative authorities for the compensation of 

parties whose rights and interest日 havebeen unlawfully infringed 

upon through the acts of the administrative authorities in question. 

Chapter 10 (Articles 70-73) treats of the standing， and the rights 

and duties， of foreign parties in respect of cases that come under 

administrative law. Finally， there are the tWo provision自 statedin 

Chapter 11 as supplementary provisions. Thus Article 74 provides 

for the awarding of costs by the people's courts as against one or 

both of the parties in administrative cases and relative to the extent 

of their liabilities and responsibilities. As for Article 75， this pro-

vides that the Administrative Law was to become effective as of 1 

October 1990. 

The judicial review procedure described in the terms of the Ad・

ministrative Procedure Law， as to the mechanics of the form of ad帽

judication that it involves， is complex， and the particulars of it are 

not such as to permit its full and complete exposition in the context 

of the present paper. Suffice it to say， here， that the judicial review 

procedure is an adjudicative procedure as conducted by the people's 

courts at the various levels of their jurisdiction， that the style of ad刷

judication is that of adversarial presentation as on the part of the 

applicant parties as plaintiffs and on that of the relevant adminis-

trative authorities as defendants， and that the form of jurisdiction 

exercised by the people's courts following the acceptance of adminis幽

trative cases for their determination is compulsory and inescapable 

as in regard to the administrative authorities. There are two parts 

of the judicial review procedure that we shall treat of in detail， in 

order to understand what is the very considerable extent of the con働

trol that the people's courts are held to exercise over the adminis圃

trative authorities: first， there are the provisions concerning the ad綱

ministrative acts that are subject to judicial review， and hence sub-
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ject to judicial control; second， there are the provisions concerning 

the remedies that are available to the people's courts as in adminis岨

trative cases， and with these as relative to the accepted grounds for 

challenge to the administrative authorities as through the applica幽

tion for the judicial review of their acts. 

The specification of the acts of the administrative authorities 

that are subject to judicial review comes in Chapter 2 of the Admin-

istrative Procedure Law. It is to be noted at once that the relevant 

administrative acts as specified include acts other than those to do 

with the applying of administrative sanctions and penalties that， as 

we have explained， stands out as the principal context for the judi-

cial review of administrative action as referred 加 inthe positive le剛

gal source materials as prior to 1989. For there are included also in 

Chapter 2 of the Administrative Procedure Law such acts as the so・

called administrative compulsory measures and the issuing of li-

cences and permits. Further， the administrative acts that are con-

firmed to be eligible for judicial review are not only acts of commis-

sion， as with the application of administrative sanctions and penal-

ties. In addition， there are acts of omission， as where the adminis-
trative authorities are alleged to have failed to fulfil duties that are 

in law required of them. However， the key consideration with all 

the different administrative acts at issue is that these are acts that 

are claimed to involve some defect in law， and where it is their un-

lawfulness as acts that renders them， and the responsible adminis-

trative authorities， subject to challenge through the people's courts 

and hence subject to the terms of the judicial review procedure. 

The ac臼 ofthe administrative authorities giving proper occa-

sion for applications by affected parties to the people's courts for ju-

dicial review are summarized in Article 11 of the Administrative 

Procedure Law as follows: (i) administrative sanctions and penalties， 

as with detention orders，日nes，revocations of licences and permits， 

orders for the suspension of business operations and confiscations of 

asse臼 andproperty; (ii) administrative compulsory measures， as 
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with the placing of restrictions on the liberty of persons and the sei-

zure or freezing of assets and property; (iii) acts where， as it is 

claimed， the administrative authorities violate the independent 

decision帽makingrights and powers of the industrial enterprises; 

Civ) acts involving the failure of the administrative authorities to is-

sue licences or permits to applicants， as who claim to be qualified to 

receive them， or involving the failure of the administrative authori-

ties to respond adequately to due and proper applications for the 

same; (v) acts involving the failure of the administrative authorities 

to discharge their statutory duties of extending due and proper pro-

tection for personal and property rights as when legitimately re-

quested to do so， or involving the failure of the administrative 

authorities to respond adequately to legitimate requests for this; 

(vi) acts where the administrative authorities fail to grant pensions 

and benefits， as when this is required under law; Cvii) acts where， 

as it is claimed， the administrative authorities impose unlawful de-

mands on parties as to the performance of duties and obligations; 

(viii) acts that result in the violation by the administrative authori-

ties of the general personal and property rights of parties. Article 

11 provides further that the people's courts are able to follow the 

administrative procedure in respect of other like acts of the admin-

istrative authorities， as where there are explicit stipulations to this 

effect as contained in standing laws and regulations. 

It is evident from this that the terms of the Administrative Pro-

cedure Law establish that the greater part of the activities of the 

administrative authorities are to be considered as amenable to judi-

cial review， and thus in this respect as falling under the control of 

the people's courts. Neverthele自民 thereare limits to the acts of the 

administrative authorities that are confirmed to be subject to the 

people's courts， as for the purposes of the judicial review of adminis-

trative action; These limits are underlined with Article 12 of the 九
一
一
(
幻
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Administrative Procedure Law， where there are listed the acts of 

the administrative authorities that do not admit of challenges 仕om
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the affected parties as to the people's courts and， hence， that are 
such that they in effect exclude the possibility of their being subject 

to judicial review as through the administrative procedure. Thus it 

is stated that the people's courts町 enot permitted to accept admin-

istrative cases in respect of the following matter自:(i) acts of the ad-

ministrative authorities that have the standing of acts of state， such 

as acts to do with national defence and the conducting of diplomatic 

relations and foreign policy; (ii) acts of the administrative authori-

ties that involve the promulgation of administrative regulations， 

lower status regulations， and other decisions and orders such as 

possess a binding effect in law; (iii) acts of the administrative 

authorities that involve decisions relating to the appointment and 

dismissal of official personnel， and relating to the rewarding and 
punishment of the same; (iv) acts of the administrative authorities 

where stipulations as contained in the relevant statutory legislation 

provide that the decisions of the administrative authorities as to the 

acts， as in question， are to be considered as final. 

As to the question of grounds and remedies as in regard 旬 judi-

cial review， there is to be considered the detailed specification given 

in Article 54 of the Administrative Procedure Law as 加 thediffer-

ent judgments that may be made by the people's courts in admi凶s-

trative回目es，and as to the substantive remedie自 thatmay be pro-

vided by the people's courts for the applicants， as plaintiffs， as 

through the judicial review procedure. First， it is open to the peo・

ple's courts to find in favour of the administrative authorities， as 
defendants， and so through this to uphold the administrative acts 
that are the subject of applications for judicial review. This form of 

judgment is to be made in ca自eswhere the people's courts conclude 

that the evidence on which the acts of the administrative authori-

ties at issue are based is adequate， that the administrative acts inω 

volve a co町 ectapplication of the relevant laws and re酔 lations，and 

that the performance of the administrative acts has been in confor-

mity with the due legal procedures. 
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Second， it is open to the people's courts to find in favour of the 

plaintiff parties， and in doing this to order the administrative 

authorities that are the defendants to annul in whole or in part the 

administrative acts subject to judicial review and to order the ad-

ministrative authorities to undertake new， and remedial， adminis-

trative acts. This form of judgment is to be made in cases where the 

administrative acts at issue are considered by the people's court白 to

fail， and in consequence of this failure to stand as invalid in law. 

The failure of administrative acts occurs where the acts are held to 

be lacking in the evidence essential to their support， where the acts 

are based in an eηoneous application of the relevant laws and regu・

lations， where the acts are performed in violation of due legal proce凶

dures， and where the performance of the acts involves the adminis-

trative authorities in actions which are ultra vires or tainted 

through the abuse of powers. The third form of judgment that the 

people's courts are able to make in administrative cases， as stated 

in Article 54， results in cases where it is held not that the adminis-

trative authorities have performed acts that fail through the ab-

sence of proper evidentiary， legal and procedural foundations， but 

rather that the administrative authorities have failed to perform， or 

have delayed in performing， acts which they are required to perform 
as a matter of legal obligation. Here， the administrative authorities 

are to be ordered by the people's courts to perform the acts in fulfil-

ment of their legal obligations within a specified time period. Fi・

nally， there is the fourth form of judgment referred to in Article 54， 

alld with this figurillg ill administrative cases that relate to applica-

tions for judicial review as in respect of administrative sanctions 

and penalties. In this matter， the people's courts are to order the 

administrative authorities to set aside or to modiかtheadministra-

tive sanctions and penalties that are made subject to judicial review， 

as when it is determilled that the admillIstrative sallctiollS and pen-

alties are in some way unfair. 

The remedial aspect of judgments in administrative cases， as 
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directed towards the situation of plaintiffs， is essential to the logic 

of the judicial review of administrative action. 80 also is it essential 

to that logic that the provision of remedies is to be contingent on 

the defectiveness of administrative acts as in relation to the ac-

cepted grounds for judicial review. These grounds， and to restate 

what is laid down in the Administrative Procedure Law， consist in 

the absence of sufficient evidence， the erroneous application of laws 

and regulations， the violation of due legal procedures， the presence 

of conduct that is ultra vires and involving the abuse of powers， the 

non-performance of duties and obligations， and the existence of un-

fairness in the application of administrative sanctions and penalties. 

However， the hearing of administrative cases may also result in the 

discovery of misconduct on the part of administrative 0伍cials，and 

with this misconduct going beyond the defects in administrative ac開

tion that relate to the accepted grounds for judicial review and with 

it necessitating a response from the people's courts which goes be-

yond the providing of effective remedies for the plaintiffs. Thus it is 

laid down in Article 56 of the Administrative Procedure Law that 

where the people's courts find that the administrative authorities 

and their official personnel are in breach of the code on administra-

tive discipline， then the materials relating to this are to be passed 

on for investigation to the administrative authorities in question， to 

the relevant administrative authorities at the next higher level， or 

to the administrative authorities which are responsible for supervト

自ionand personnel discipline matters. As to where the people's 

courts find that crimes have been committed by official personnel， 

then the materials concerned are to be passed on to the administra-

tive authorities responsible for public security or to the relevant of-

fice of the people's procuratorial authorities. 

In this connection， it is to be emphasized how the Administra-

tive Procedure Law serves to establish the administrative law as a 

specific form of legal order applying to the administrative authori-

ties， and thus as something distinct from the legal orders compris-
(
叫
)
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ing the rules and procedures that pertain to the criminal law and 

the civillaw. To be sure， the civillaw provides that the administra-

tive authorities， and the official personnel， are accountable be伽 e

the people's courts under the civil procedure and in respect of the 

regime of rights and obligations specific to civil law， as wiぬ con-

tracts and with liabilities for civil damages arising合omthe viola-

tion of the rights and interests of citizens and other norトstatepar-

ties. Likewise， the criminal law provides that the administrative 
authorities， and the official personnel， are accountable before the 
people's courts under the criminal procedure， as with the criminal 

misconduct of state 0毘cialsinvolving bribery and embezzlement， 

negligent loss of public monies and malpractice for personal gain 

and profit. As against the civil procedure and the criminal proce・

dure， however， there 0品rsitself for attention in its full distinctness 

the judicial review procedure. For the concern of this procedure lies 

neither wi出 theadministrative authorities in their involvement in 

the various transactions and relationships with non-state parties 

that form the subject-matter of the civillaw， nor with the investiga-
tion and prosecution of state officials who are guilty of acts of c討mi-

nal wrong-doing and with their punishment according to the terms 

of the criminal law code. To the contrary， the judicial review proce-

dure is directed essentially towards the act自 ofthe administrative 

authorities as involving the exercise of 0由cialpowers， and towards 

the examining of the basis and justification in law for the acts in 

question (but with this carrying no necessary implication of civil 

wrong or criminal misconduct in the event that no proper legal ba-

sis and justification町 efound to exist). Moreover， the judicial re輔

view procedure provides， in its essentials， only for the remedies to 
do with the effecting of alterations to the form佃 dsubstance of ad-

ministrative acts that are specific to administrative law (but with 

this being quite separate仕'Om such outcomes as the awarding of 

civil damages or the imposing of criminal punishments).τ'hus it is 

that the Administrative Procedure Law stands independently and 
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in its own right， as within the law of仕lePRC， alongside the land-
mark statutes that are foundational for the criminal law and civil 

law divisions: the Criminal Law of the PRC (1979)，1171 the Criminal 

Procedure Law of the PRC (1979)，1181 the General Principles of the 

Civil Law of the PRC (1986)1191 and the Civil Procedure Law of the 

PRC (1991).1201 

iii. The Judicial Review Procedure Considered and the Ci吋I

Society Question 

人
七
(
位
)

The Administrative Procedure Law of 1989 marks the decisive step 

in the creation and establishment of the system of administrative 

law in the PRC. The establishing of the administrative law system 

reflects the full extent of the adoption， and development， of the so・

cialist form of the rule of law as an integral part of the agenda that 

has been followed in the PRC since 1978 for the bringing about of 

fundamental political and economic reforms. The administrative law 

system is also bound up with what is now acknowledged to be a 

most notable outcome of出ereform period. This is the emergence in 

the PRC of what stands， and flourishes， as a substantial civil soci-

ety. As for the characteristics of the civil society that has come加

form itself in the contemporary PRC， these are to be taken as being 

in agreement with the conceptuaIization of civil society which is 

now more or less conventional. This is the conceptuaIization where 

civil society is presented as fon:凶nga sphere of social order that 

gives effect to the principles of the economic market， and that， in 

consequence of this， gives e貧困tto the regime of voluntary contract 

and出einstitution of private property which are essential for eco・

nomic markets. It is also the conceptuaIization where civiI society is 

presented as a sphere of social order that comprehends a pluraIity 

of free and independent associations， and that remains subject 加 m

effective rule of law sufficient for the enforcement of all personaI 
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rights pertaining to individuals， including all rights in property and 

by contract， and sufficient for the adequate regulation of all the 

various subordinate associations within society in their status as 

free and independent entities. 

The sphere of social order，日ocharacterized as civil society， is 

conceptualized further such that it is understood to be distinct from 

the state， and to possess a relative autonomy in respect of the state 

and the institutions of government through which the state organ-

izes itself and acts in the exercise of its powers. In this， the condi同

tion of civil society， as relatively autonomous， is considered to in-
volve the establishing of material impediments as to the arbitrary 

or unrestricted application of powers on the part of state and gov-

ernment， and with these impediments being explained as originat幽

ing from within the autonomous structures and processes of civil so-

ciety as these are determined through such factors as personal and 

property rights， freedom of contract and associational pluralism. 

The opposition as embodied within civil society to arbitrariness and 

the absence of restriction in the powers of state and government is 

of course something that is closely bound up with， and that is typi-

cally accounted for in reference to， the general normative principles 

concerning the rule of law and constitutional government which 

provide for the institutions of state and government to be main-

tained as subject加 properlegal constraints and limitations. In-

cluded among these general normative principles are the principles 

to do with the basic rights of individuals. Thus it is that the condi-

tion of civil society is now linked together with the cause of human 

rights as inseparably as it is linked together with the ideal of the 

rule of law and the ideal of the constitutional form of statehood. 

The conceptualization of civil society here elaborated is the one that 

is encountered in the work of the recent commentators on the sub-

八
六
(
必
)

ject， and it is the one that is to be associated with the classic speci-

fication of civil society in its relation to the family and the state as 

provided by the German political philosopher G.W.F. Hegel (1770・
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1831) in his Philosophy of Right (1821)}21J 

There is an important qualification that it is necessary to enter 

as in regard to the above conceptualization of civil society. This is 

that， in much ofthe current literature on the subject of civil society， 

it would appear to stand as controversial as to whether civil society 

is to be thought of as something distinct from the economic market， 

or whether civil society is to be thought of as comprehending the 

economic market and hence as comprehending the modes of eco・

nomic enterprise and relationship which are aimed at the securing 

of profit and the generation of wealth. In the case of the PRC， how圃

ever， there can be no doubt about the matter. For civil society in the 

contemporary PRC has emerged and developed as the result of a re-

form programme where economic reform with a market-directed ori-

entation has been a central， and indeed indispensable， component 

part. The main institutional context for the application of market 

principles in the economic sphere in the PRC has been with the re-

form of the industrial enterprises falling within the state sector. Es-

sential to the process of state industrial sector reform has been the 

transition from a political command economic order， where the state 

held all rights of ownership and management control in the means 

of industrial production as on a sole and exclusive basis， and to・

wards what is most appropriately described as a mixed economic or船

der. As to the latter， this stands as a form of economic order where 

the state has maintained its overall ownership and management 

control of the so-called strategic industrial sectors， but where there 

has also been effected a qualification of unrestricted state owner-

ship and management control of the means of industrial production 

as through the progressive extending of ownership rights and man-

agement control rights to non-state parties.1221 

The socialist market economic order that is hailed in the PRC 

as the outcome of the transition process， as from the political com-

mand economic order to the mixed economic order， has been such as 

to render the social and economic spheres autonomous in relative 
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terms as from the state and the institutions of state government. As 

a manifestation of this， there ha日 beenwitnessed仕omthe 1980s 筑
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onwards a great enlargement in the scope and extent of the private 

economic rights and interests of the sort which are conventionally 

pointed切 asbeing among the fundamental prerequisites for a func-

tioning civil society. This the condition of emergent civil society in 

the PRC is at present nowhere more clearly in evidence than with 

the proliferation of private enterprises， established either as the pri-

vatized succes自orsto state-owned industrial enterprises or as enter-

prises created entirely through the initiative and capital investment 

of the private parties owning them， and with the consequent forma-
tion through all this of what is a burgeoning private enterprise sec傭

tor.1231 The impact of the private enterprise sector on state and soci-

ety in the PRC has been profound， and， in consideration of it， the 

private enterprise owners were to acquire the mandate of legitimacy 

as through their formal recognition by the Party-State leadership at 

the 16th National Congress of the CPC in November 2002. Thus the 

private entrepreneurs were there recognized to belong among the 

new dynamic social strata in the PRC that are now to be regarded 

as contributing positively to the development of the productive 

forces and that， in consequence of this， are to be accommodated 

within the structure of the Party-State establishment， as in line 
with the terms of the Thought of the Three Represents which， as of 

November 2002， came to be accepted as an essential part of the offi-

cial public doctrine of the CPC as this is embodied in its Constitu-

tion.1241 To underline further the newly legitimated position of the 

private entrepreneurs， the Thought of the Three Represents and the 

inviolabi1ity in law of private property rights were to be enshrined 

in the State Constitution of the PRC， as through the constitutional 

amendments which were adopted at the 2nd Session ofthe 10th Na-

tional People's Congress as of 14 March 2004.1251 

If the state in the PRC has withdrawn its political command 

control of the social and economic spheres in favour of priva旬 rights
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and interests sufficient to allow for the emergence of a relatively 

autonomous civil society， it remains the case that the condition of 

civil自ocietyin the PRC is one where civil society has been to a 

large extent dependent on state action and where a strong state-

civil society relationship has persisted， and most particularly so in 

the economic sphere. To some ex胞nt，this has followed from the 

maintenance by the state of its overall ownership and management 

control rights in the strategic industrial sectors. Of greater account 

i自 thefact that， in the PRC， it is the state， acting in furtherance of 

the policy projections of the Party-8tate leadership， that has initi-

ated and overseen the development of the socialist market economic 

order， as through the deliberate modification of the prior existing 

political command economic order. 80 also is it of great account that 

the state has exercised overall direction of the socialist market eco-

nomic order as through the subjecting of it， and up to and including 
the parts of it based in private ownership and m朗 agementcontrol 

rights， to a comprehensive regime of public administrative regula-

tion. With this regulatory regime， the administrative law system 

has been a vital component. For it is the administrative law that in 

the PRC present渇 itselfas the legal-institutional企ameworkby 

means of which the state has acted to e貧困tthe tran日itionsin the 

economic order essential to the general reform agenda， and then to 

maintain the consistent regulation of the activities of the individu-

als and organizations involved within， and con自titutiveof， the 
emerging civil society. Thus and in concrete terms， the administra-

tive authorities pertaining to state and govemment regulate the so・

cial and economic spheres through the performing of 0担cialacts 

which町 eto have due legal status as to their form and substance， 

and which are to conform with， and to be subject to， the principles 
of due legal procedure applying to them and in this including the 

procedure for the judicial review of administrative action. 

Here， of course， the administrative law system has promoted 

the condition of civil society in the PRC， and this in conjunction 
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with its promoting of the principles of the rule of law and constitu-

tional govemment and those to do with the rights of individuals 

which，部 wehave indicated， are thought of as being contained 

within the concept of civil society. Thus it is that the administrative 

law system appears to promise that the administrative authorities 

are to remain su同ectto legal constraints and limitations as to the 

exercise of their powers. It promises further， as to the specific mo-

dalities for this， that the institutions of government and administra-
tion are to remain accountable for their acts as before the people's 

courts and， as under the terms of the judicial review procedure， ac-

countable in such a way as to protect the lawful rights of individual 

citizens and non-state parties as relative to the administrative 

authorities. The promise of all this notwithstanding， there still 

stands out one major area of doubt regarding administrative law in 

the PRC.官lIsis to do with the question as to whether the judicial 

review procedure in the PRC does in fact establish a legal-

institutional仕ameworksu館cientfor the real and e能 ctivejudicial 

control of the govemment and the administration， and hence also 

for the real and effective legal constraining and linlItation of their 

powers as in relation to the position of non-state parties and as con・

sistent with the terms of the general civil society conceptualization. 

1n order to address this question， it is of the first importance to 

keep in mind certain of the defining purposes of the Administrative 

Procedure Law， as these are made explicit in the statement given in 

Chapter 1 of its general principles. The pu叩osesthat世 ein this 

connection of crucial relevance， as laid down in Article 1， are those 
relating to the 0部ceof the people's cou抗日間 follows:first， the 
proper protection of the rights and interests of citizens， legal person 

entities and other like organizations， as the parties affected by ad-
nlInistrative action; second， the proper regulation of the administra-

tive authorities in the exercise of their powers and the performance 

of their duties as in accordance with the laws. 

One evident respect where the form of judicial review pro回 dure
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described in the Administrative Procedure Law is to be found im-

perfect， as in re1ation to its defining purposes， is that the contro1 
that it assigns to the peop1e's courts over the administrative 

authorities is not a complete fOl祖 ofcontrol. For， as we have seen， 
there are certain administrative acts that are excluded from the 

scope of the judicia1 review procedure， and that in consequence of 

this are he1d to fall outside the contro1 of the peop1e's courts. To re-

peat， these are the administrative acts falling within the four cate-

gories as follows:宣rst，acts of state; second， administrative regu1a-
tions and subordinate administrative norms; third， decisions on ad-
ministrative personne1; fourth， acts of the administrative authori-

悦eswhere it is stipu1ated in the re1evant legis1ation that the ad-

ministrative authorities concerned are to have an u1timate decision-

making power. 

Of these various administrative acts， it is sure1y on1y the acts 

be10nging to the third category where the absence of the jurisdiction 

of the peop1e's courts as for judicia1 review is旬 beconsidered田 1・

controversia1， as from the standpoint of the defining purposes of the 

Administrative Procedure Law. For it is hardly essential for the 

pro胞ctionof the rights and interests of parties a品 ctedby adminis-

trative action， or essential for the regu1ation of the conduct of the 

administrative authorities， that the peop1e's courts are to exercise 

judicia1 review powers in respect of the terms and conditions of the 

service of administrative personnel. However， it is another matter 

entire1y with the administrative acts that be10ng 加 thefirst， second 
and fourth categories. To begin with， it is plain that acts of state 

may affect profound1y the situation of ordinary citizens， 1egal person 

entities and other like organizations， and that acts of state may 

therefore carrγgrave and detrimenta1 consequences for the rights 

and interests of such parties. Hence the exclusion of acts of state 

from the scope of the judicia1 review procedure imposes a substan-

tia1 restriction on the peop1e's courts in the protection of the rights 

and interests of parties a酷 ctedby administrative action， as it a1so 
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substantially restricts the people's courts in the regulation of the 

administrative authorities as to their duties and powers as in rela-

tion to the laws. 

There are similar considerations involved with administrative 

re伊 lationsand subordinate administrative norms and with the acts 

of the administrative authorities to do with the issuing of these. For 

administrative regulations and administrative norms set the ge佐

官 al policy objectives and frameworks for the administrative 

authorities， and in doing so they impact directly on the rights and 
interests of affected partie自: with the result that their exclusion 

from the scope of judicial review mu日tinevitably militate against 

the fulfilment by the people's courts of the defining purposes of the 

Administrative Procedure Law. Most serious of all in terms of the 

wider implications， there are the acts of the administrative authori-

ties where the administrative authorities concerned are by statute 

law specified to be the final arbi句rs，and so where， in effect， the 

control of the people's courts as for the ends of administrative law is 

set aside as through the acts of the legislative power of the state 

government. Here， the exclusion of the relevant administrative acts 

from the scope of the judicial review procedure is such that this 

serves not only to restrict the competences of the people's courts， 

and in seeming frustration of the Administrative Procedure Law as 

to its defining purposes. At the same time， it serves to undermine 
the formal separation of governmental powers， and so goes against 

the principles of the rule of law and the principles of constitutional 

government that， as we have argued， are to be thought of as being 

closely associated with the principles of administrative law as such. 

The exc1uding of administrative regulations and other adminis-

trative norms 仕omthe scope of judicial review points to what is a 

further limitation of the Administrative Procedure Law， considered 

as an instrument for the control of government and administration. 

This is that the judicial review procedure involves no powers be酬

longing to the people's courts to review the general policy intentions 
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and directives of the administrative authorities. On the contrary， 

the judicial review procedure involves for the people's courts only 

the power to adjudicate cases arising from the substantive ac旬 of

particular and ascertainable administrative authorities， and with 
these a自 affectingthe rights and interests of particular and ascer-

tainable parties. Thus Article 41 of the Administrative Procedure 

Law provides that the adjudication of administrative cases by the 

people'自 courtsrequires that the fol1owing conditions are旬 bemet: 

first， the presence of specific parties standing as plaintiffs and with 

lawful rights and interests violated by the act渇 ofadministrative 

authoritiesj second， the presence of specific administrative authori-

ties to have standing as defendantsj third， the presence of specific 

claims regarding the administrative acts that are to. be reviewed， 
and with some factual basis existing for thesej fourth， the presence 
of proper jurisdiction as exercised through the people's courts. No 

doubt， the conditions here for administrative cases are consistent 

with the ends of judicial review as a procedure directed towards the 

protection of the rights and interests of the parties as adversely aι 

fected by administrative action. However， these are conditions出at

render the judicial review procedure dependent， as to its operation齢

alization， on the context set by the existence of plainti貧困， the in・

仕ingementof plaintiff rights and interests， the performance of ad-

ministrative acts and the agency of administrative authorities. In 

consequence of this， the judicial review procedure holds out the real 

prospect of remedies for parties aggrieved through administrative 

action， but with the form for the overall control of government and 

administration provided through the procedure being limited 加 the

degree that it is context-determined in the respects to do with plain-

tiffs， plaintiff rights and interests， administrative acts and adminis-

trative authorities as referred to. 

The final matter where the Administrative Procedure Law 

stands as imperfect， as to its defining pu叩oses，relates to the judi-
cial review procedure a日aprocedure where the people's cou此sare 

(
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concerned with the lawfulness of the acts of the administrative 

authorities圃 Thisconcern is fundamental for the people's courts， in 

the respect that deliberation as to the lawfulness， or the unlawful-

ness， of administrative acωis the critical determining factor， as for 

the people's courts， in their intervention to protect the rights and 

interests of the parties affected by administrative action and加

regulate the activities of the government and administration. That 

the people's courts are to concern themselves with the lawfulness of 

administrative action is underlined with the statement contained in 

Article 54 of the Administrative Procedure Law as to the grounds 

for the application for judicial review， and as to the grounds for the 

decision of administrative cases as for or against the providing of 

remedies for applicant parties. Thus and to repeat， it is provided 

that the people's courts are to uphold the acts of administrative 

authorities where the acts are based in sufficient evidentiary mate-

rials， and based in the correct application of the relevant laws and 

regulations and in the correct application of the relevant due legal 

procedures. At the same time， it is provided that the people's courts 

are to set aside the acts of the administrative authorities where the 

acts at issue lack a sufficient evidentiary basis， where the acts in剛

volve an erroneous application of the relevant laws and regulations 

or a violation of the relevant due legal procedures， or where the ad-

ministrative authorities exercise their powers ultra vires or other-

wise abuse their powers. 1n addition， the people's courts are empow-

ered to order the administrative authorities to fulfil their legal du-

ties where there is failure of performance， and to order the setting 
aside of administrative sanctions and penalties where these are ad-

judged to be unfair. 

The grounds for judicial review stated in Article 54 of the Ad-

ministrative Procedure Law are such that， with the exceptions of 

the evidentiary basis for admini自trativeacts and the unfairness of 

administrative sanctions and penalties， these are all grounds where 

the essential consideration for the people's courts is the degree of 
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the fidelity of the administrative authorities to the established laws 

and regulations and to the estab1ished due legal procedures. It is 

clear that the law-focused form of the adjudication of administrative 

cases accords with the functions of judicial review understood as the 

proper protection of註1erights and interests of parties affected by 

administrative action， and as the proper regulation of the adminis-

trative authorities in the exercise of their powers and the perform相

ance of their duties. Even so， there remain inherent limitations to 

this. As to the regulation of the administrative authorities， the judi-

cial review procedure is directed towards the matter of the consis-

tency between administrative action and the established laws and 

regulations and established due legal procedures， but without this 

permitting the people's courts to pass as such on the form and sub.町

stance of the legal norms and procedures by which the administra冊

tive authorities are to go in the performing of their official acts. As 

to the protection of the rights and interests of the parties affected 

by administrative action， the judicial review procedure is directed 

towards this， but with it being so only where the rights and inter司

ests of the parties possess some basis in conventional law or where 

these are implicit in the procedural law that applies to the adminis-

trative authorities. There is not， however， any recognition contained 

in the Administrative Procedure Law as to the legal relevance of in-

dependent normative standards of justice and political morality for 

the determination by the people's courts of the legitimate rights and 

interests of the non-state parties in administrative cases. The ab-

sence of this recognition is a significant feature of the administra-

tive law system in the PRC， as this is founded in the Administra-

tive Procedure Law， and， as we may observe， it is something that 

will come to weigh increasingly with the jurists and legal commen倒

tators given what is now the explicit commitment of the PRC， at the 

level of constitutionallaw， to the principles of human rights.1261 

It is as well to avoid overstating the above considerations re-

garding the grounds for judicial review， and the matter of human 
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rights， in the assessment of the administrative law system in the 

PRC and as to its particularities and its imperfections. For the limi-

tations on the grounds for judicial review that we have noticed are 

not in fact exclusive to the administrative law system in the PRC. 

lndeed， the grounds for judicial review accepted in the PRC have 
close parallels with those accepted in other jurisdictions. This is 

true， for example， for the United States and the United Kingdom， in 

both of which jurisdictions the judicial review procedure is applied， 

as it is in the PRC， through the ordinary courts. Even so， it is still 

the case， as in respect of the examples cited， that there remain ma-

jor differences as to the form of legal order in the PRC and that as 

obtaining in the United States and the United Kingdom. The most 

notable of these differences is the presence in the United States and 

the United Kingdom， and the absence from the PRC， of a strongly 

entrenched jurisprudence of individual rights that involves appeal 

to fundamental liberal conceptions of justice and political morality 

which are rights-based in character. Here， the crucial factor is that 

the ruling ideology in the PRC stands a日 asocialist ideology， and 

where socialism is presented as something essential for the realiza-

tion of what is endorsed within that ideolo田Tas the highest ideal 

and ultimate goal of a society founded in communism. It is this the 

official public doctrine of socialism that is to be taken as setting the 

final containing ideological framework in the PRC for the market 

economic order and for the legal order in their socialist form， and 

including the practice of the people's courts with the judicial review 

procedure. This， however， is a doctrine where the rights of individu-

als are， as it were， not absolute in their normative force， but are 

rather conditional as relative to the socialist desiderata. To the ex-

tent that this doctrinal position on individual rights is maintained 

in the PRC， then， it is to be concluded， the prospects for the full in-

corporation of human rights standards within the procedure for the 

judicial review of administrative action will remain limited， as will 

remain limited too the more general prospects within the PRC for 
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the full flourishing of an active and substantial civil society.1271 
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Cons封切tionof the Communist Party of China (Zhongguo Gongchandang Zhang-

cheng)， as amended and adopted at the 16th National Congress of the Commu-
nist Party of China on 14 November 2002. For the full Chinese text of this wiぬ

an English仕組 目lationin two pa巾， see: Beijing Review: 45 (19 December 2002)， 

Supplement; 45 (26 Deωmber 2002)， Supplement. 

25.切le官lOughtof出e切lrωRepresentsis affirmed to comprise part of the 0節帽

cial public doctrine in the PRC in the now amended form of the seventh para-

graph of the Preamble to the State Constitution. Article 13 of the State Consti-

tution provides in its amended ver自ionthat the lawful private prope凶;yof citi-

zens is inviolable， and that the sta旬 isto protect according to law the right of 

citizens to own and to inherit private property (albeit that it is allowed that the 

state may， in the public interest， appropriate or requisition the private prop白rty
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compensations).明lereference details for these and the other amendments to 

the State Constitution as adopted on 14 March 2004 are as follows: 
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Constitution of the People's Republic of China‘ 

Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo XianfaXiu Zheng An. 

Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Xianfa. 

GSC， 10 May 2004， Is日ueNo. 13， 8erial No. 1120， pp. 4-17. 

26. Under the terms of the amendments to the 8tate Constitution as of 14 

March 2004， Article 33 stands revised such that there i自 addedto it a new para刷

graph affirming that the state is to respect and guarantee human rights.官官le

provision on human rights supplements the existing provisions， as contained in 
the article， where it is affirmed that the nationals of the PRC are its citizens， 
that the citizens of the PRC are equal under the law， and that all citizensぽ e

entitled to the rights and subject to the duties set forth in the 8t忍teConstitu-

tion and in the laws. For the reference d由tai1sfor the March 2004 constitutional 

amendments， see note 25 above. 
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27. The official public doctrine in the PRC is that prescribed by the CPC as the 

power exercising rulership within the state， and with the ∞re of this pubIic docω 

trine consisting in the so-called four cardinal principles. These provide for the 

maintenance of the sociaIist road， the democratic dictatorship of the people， the 
leadership of the CPC， and the ideological primacy of Marxism-Leninism and 
Mao Zedong Thought. As such， the four cardinal principles underline the pubIic 

commitment in the PRC to the buiIding of the true socialist society， as the pre-
condition for the final rea1ization of communi日m，and in doing this the four c釘・

dinal principles serve to set the ultimate normative standard that is to be ad-

hered to throughout the course of the unfolding of the public poIicy programme 

of sociali日tmodernization. In the current version of the official pubIic doctrine of 

the PRC， as呂田tforth in the Constitution of the CPC as amended in November 

2002 at the 16th National Congress of the CPC， it is af琵rmedthat the PRC is 

now in the primarγstage of sociaIism， and that出isstage of socialism will re-

main in being for a long period of time. As for the tasks specific to the primacy 

stage of socia1ism， these in their essentials are stated to concern the develop-
ment of productive forces， adequate to meet the material and cultural needs of 
the people， as through the effecting of the reform of the exi国tingproduction rela-
tions and the superstructure. In line with this， the principal reform自 effectedin 

the PRC since 1978， as with the ones relating to the economic sphere and the le-
gal sphere and relating to the concession of rights within these spheres， stand 
as reforms that are to b巴 understoodto be necessaηfor， but also as particular 
to， this the primacy stage of socia1ism and its own defining conditions. Thus it is 
that it is sugges旬dthat the status of the rights of individuals， as within the 
PRC， is not one of absolutism， as with the prevailing Western Iiberal concep-
tions of justice and political morality， but is rather a conditional status as rela-

tive to出edesiderata of socialism and to the advancement of the final end state 

of the perfectly reaIized communist society. (As regarding Iiberal conceptions of 
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justice and political morality， it is to be noted that the official public doctrine of 
the PRC is such that the project of socialist modemization is quite explicitly op-

posed to what is refe町 edto as bourgeois liberalization.) For refer四 cedetails for 

the Constitution of the CPC in i旬 amendedver自ionas of November 2002， see 
note 24 above. 
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